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Let K be an algebraic number field and 0 its ring of integer. Let p be an ideal 
of 0; we denote by 11" the natural homomorphism 
SLn(O) ---+ SLn(O/p) 
The kernel of 11", is called the principal p-congruence subgroup of SLn (0) and 
shall be denoted by r p. The subgroups of SLn (0) that contains some r pare 
called conguence subgroups and are of finite index in SLn(O). The converse of 
this trivial fact is the well known Congruence Subgroup Problem: 
Is every subgroup of finite index in SLn(O) a congruence subgroup? 
In general the answer is negative. but in most cases what actually occurs can 
. be precisely described. 
In the case where n = 2, J .-P. Serre in 1970 [11] and L.N. Vasersteln in 1972 
[12] presented a solution in the case -where the group of units of 0 has infinite 
order. 
Here our concern is the case n 2: 3, how it was salved and its relations with 
the group of units of the integral group rings of finite groups, in particular the 
symmetric group Sk, k EI N. 
In 1965 H. Bass, M. Lazard and J .-P. Serre [1] and J. Mennicke [5] gave a 
positive solution for the conguence subgroup problem when 0 = lZ. Finaly, in 
1968 H. Bass, J . Milnor and J .-P. Serre [2] presented a complete solution. We 
extract from this article an outline of the proof. 
Let Eij be the matrix with 1 in the ij position and zero elsewhere. Let Ep be 
the normal closure of Ep =< 1+ pEij C S Ln (0) Ii :/; j >. We call these generators 
of Ep elementary matrices. Then: 
1. Every subgroup of finite index contains some element of Ep, and Ep itself 
has finite index in SLn(O). From the fact that Ep 2 E p" it follows that Ep 
is also of finite index in S Ln (0) . 
2. Ep is a congruence subgroup if and only if Ep = r p' 
3. r p is generated by Ep together with the matrices of the form (ao 0 ) I n - 2 
in r p with a E SL2(0) . 
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Define Cp = ~. From 1. and 2. we see that Cp is finite and that an affirma-,. 
tive answer to the congruence subgroup problem is equivalent to the vanishing of 
Cp for all ideals P of O. 
Let", be the natural projection r p ---. Cp , then every element of Cp is of the 
form "'(a + I n - 2 ) and, modulo elementary matrices, this element depends only 
on the first row (a, b) of a. Denoting this image by [ : ], we have a surjetive 
function 
[]:Wq~Cp 
where Wp = {(a , b)l(a, b) == (1,0) mod Pi aO + bO = O} . 
It was discovered by Mennicke in the above article that this function has the 
following two properties : 
M1. [~] = Ii [ b ~ ta] [!] for all t E Pi and [ a ~ tb ] = [ ! ] for 
alltEO. 
M2. If (a, bI), (a, b2 ) E Wp , then [ b1: 2 ] [b:] [ ~ ] . 
We call a function from Wp to a group satisfying Ml and M2 a Mennicke 
Symbol. 
The first main step was to prove that Cp has a presentation with generators 
Wp and relations Ml and M2, so Cp depends only on the ring 0 and the ideal p. 
The solution of the conguence subgroup problem is as follows. 
Theorem: 
• If K is not totaly imaginary then C p = {I} . 
• If K is totaly imaginary then Cp ~ J-Lr, where J-Lr is the group of the r-roots 
of units of K and r is a number that depends on the ideal p . 
In a serie of papers, J. Ritter and S.K. Sehgal [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] used this Theorem 
to produce a finite set of generator for a subgroup of finite index in UllG, the group 
of units of the integral group ring of a group G, for several classes of groups . 
Subsequently E . Jespers and G. Leal [3] gave a generalization that we now will 
apply to the special case of permutations groups. 
Let Sk be the symmetric group on k elements and assume k 2 5. 
Let {eili = 1,2, .. . m} be the set of central primitive idempotents of IQ Sk . 
Then 
IQSk = E£)~l IQSkei ~ E£)~lMni( lQ) 
and we have the following situation. 
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EBi::l G Ln; (lZ) 
----- EBi::1SLn;(lZ) 
EBi::l UlZS/cei 
~ EBi::1UlZSlcei n EBi::1SLn;(lZ) 
llSIc UlZSIc 
~ UlZSIc n EB?;lSLn;(lZ) 
Note that as llSIc and EB?;l Mn; (lZ) are orders in 4)S/c ~ EB?;l Mn; (4») and 
GL1(lZ) = {±1}, all subgroups in the diagram are of finite index. 
- 1 ""' Assume el +e2 = Aic = IAIcI L.J a. Then, we have that 4)Slc el ~ 4)Slc e2 ~ 4) 
aEAk 
and all other simple components of 4) Sic are isomorphic to Mn ( 4») with n ~ 3. 
Now if Ai is a subgroup of finite index of U(lZSlcei), then Xi::l Ai is of finite 
index in U(x?;l11Slce.), therefore also in x?;lGLn;(lZ). 
Recall that for each index i ~ 3, we have that ni ~ 3 and that for i = 1,2 the 
group U(lZSlcei), is finite . 
Now, let a be a transposition in Sic. Define: 
E = {I + (1 + a) Sic (1 - a), 1 + (1- a) Sic (1 + a)} C UlZS/c. 
Note that since (l+(l+a)x(l-a))·(l+(l+a)y(l-a)) = l+{l+a)(x+y)(l-a) 
with x, y E Sic, we have that {l+(I+a)llS/c(I-a), l+(I-a)llS/c(l+a)} C< E > . 
Hence for each idempotent ei it follows that 
{I + a(1 + a)llSIc(1 - a) . ei, 1 + a(1 - a)llSIc(1 + a) . eil c< E >, 
where a is the denominator of ei. (~)ei and( l;a )ei are non central idempotents 
of 4) Sic ei, i ~ 3. Then, up to conjugation, they are matrices of the form: 
[ ~- I -I-I -:-] and mxm [ -:- I -I-I 
where I is the p x p-identity matrix, p < m and J is the m - p x m - p-identity. 
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The elementary matrices ejl belong to IDSke;, hence for some integer {3, we 
have that {3ejl E llSke;. Therefore, if j < p and I> p, we see that 
l+a I-a 
4o:{3ejl = 1 + -2-4o:{3ejl-2- E< E > . 
With the help ofthe identity [,e;j, 8ejl] = ,8ei/ we can see that < E > contains 
a congruence subgroup in each noncommutative simple component of EB~lllSke; 
so it is of finite index in llSk . 
The connection between the Congruence Subgroup Theorem and group rings 
does not stop here, there are many others problems. We list some of them below: 
1. What is the index of the subgroup < E >, ( see[4]). 
2. Can this Theorem be proved for group rings? How can one classify the 
conguence subgroups of a grup ring? 
3. In connection with the item 3 of our list of facts on elementary matrices, if 
H is a subgroup of G, is UllG generated by UllH together with E? 
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